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Secrets Revealed !! I have been studying the Pick 3 game for a very long time. I have been trying to

solve the Pick 3 riddle for over 20 years actually. And I have to tell you something; during all that

time I was basically dealing with just ONE â€œsuperâ€• problem. I have created many systems and

approaches to the game but now that I look at it, these systems were my attempts at solving this

one problem. This problem is at the core of the game and itâ€™s the biggest obstacle that every

player has to deal with. Here is the biggest problem in the Pick 3 game; the game is inherently

unstable because it is ruled by chance. The numbers drawn are random. Nothing is stable. Nothing

is fixed. Wellâ€¦â€¦That is until now. In this book I finally provide something that is STABLE and

FIXED. I have identified a FIXED reference point that can be used to classify any number in the Pick

3 game. This new classification system is visual so you will be able to clearly SEE the structure of

any number in the game. This fixed reference point will give you a clear MAP of the Pick 3 game

from this point forward. Now you are never lost. No longer will any number be a mystery to you.

Now you will be able to clearly identify the EXACT structure of any number that hits your state with

the system you will learn in this book. I discuss the following topics in this book:â€¢The 4 Level

Reference Boxâ€¢The 10 Level Reference Boxâ€¢The Fixed Referent Point in the Pick 3

gameâ€¢The Master Reference Box (MRB)â€¢The Top Five Levelsâ€¢The Bottom Five

Levelsâ€¢The Baselineâ€¢The Control Listâ€¢The Straight Positional Control programâ€¢The Singles

and Doubles programâ€¢The Top 25 Doubles in the MRBâ€¢The 48% Advantageâ€¢The 55.5%

Advantageâ€¢The Five Master Digitsâ€¢The Five Basic Digitsâ€¢Finding the Due Master

Digitsâ€¢Doubles in the Bottom â€¢Paying attention to Due x7x, x1x, and x8x numbersâ€¢The

Playlists for x7x, x1x, x8x (very useful lists!)â€¢Special Bonus: Trend Reversal â€¢Two Test

Questions â€¢The VIP Super SpecialAlso included in this book are details on how you can get the

VIP Super Special. This VIP Super Special includes the following:30 Day VIP AccessThe Method

453 ReportThe Excel Tracking Sheet30 Day 7 Day Club MembershipThe Followers List (Basic)The

Followers List (Print Edition)The decision is clear: You MUST read this book! Purchase this book

Right Now and learn ADVANCED Pick 3 strategies that will take your game to another level!
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This book is truly outstanding among the lottery system books that I have read. It is clear, concise

and well edited and, best of all, contains solid information that can be used to kill the Pick 3

lottery!The author explains how the Pick 3 numbers revolve around a fixed point, shows clearly how

to identify that fixed point, and explains in detail how to make winning predictions using this

information.The book shows how to track doubles and triples using this system and how to identify

the straight order for an upcoming draw. Bonus material shows how to get a 48% advantage over

the game and a 55% advantage playing doubles. As well, the bonus material on trend reversal is

worth the price of the book all by itself. The book also contains links to additional free

information.This book is excellent value for a tiny price. I am positive that, if you study the

information in this volume, you will win back your purchase price many times over.

This is a great teaching book for those who really want to learn simple non time consuming

strategies to reduce their oddsin the pick 3 game! I especially liked the trend reversal strategy which

really opened up my eyes to patterns I had notnoticed before in my states game.Yes, you have to

be in the game to win! Just make sure you use the strategies in theSECRETS-2 book for consistent

wins!

I have been following AA 's work for some time now. In that time I have learned a great deal about

the Pick 3 game. It has been a wonderful journey that is always improving over time. I have gotten



many hits with his methods â€“ and with the work explained on Secrets-2, my game has gone to

another level. His new Method 453 combined with what I have learned from his other books and

programs (like the Basic Box, Visual Distribution, the Super Six and now the cherry on the top,

Master Reference Box) will make me a consistent winner for sure! Using all these methods will bring

you many winnings in the Pick 3 game as well. He's calling this secret the Money Project; what a

great name!! I'm sure it is going to be just that $$$$$ !!

At long last, Tony has revolutionized the Pick 3 lottery game. He has definitely taken it to some new

heights.Any person with a little common sense can now hit the the pick 3 lottery in their own

states.The great feature about this book is the fact that it takes a step by step approach to teach

how to win using extremely easy steps.Kudos to you, Anthony.

Anthony has done it again with another strategy on winning the pick 3. I tried his method on the

Master Reference Box for x7x in Secrets-2 and it worked. NC hit 917 today. I have learned a lot

from his books and his programs. I recommend this book. Looking forward to future works.

Excellent.

Anthony has done it again! That MRB described in the book has accurately predicted digits that hit

in the pick three game for past four draws. The master digits described in the book are great for

selecting plays. Thanks Anthony!

I love this book. It fills in the information that I was missing to do complete analysis of the pick three

numbers for my state. I use this book as a guide to back test and choice my numbers to play for the

pick three. I will suggest Pick 3 Lottery Secrets-2: The Master Reference Box to my friends to

improve their chances of winning the pick 3 on a more consistent bases. Keep up the good work

AANew York. Looking forward to more of your material in the future.

Anthony has done it again he is so accurate in his assessment of the pick 3 game. I'm working with

the pair frequency finder and the pairs are great because its easy and cost effective. I have had

several wins with minimal cost very simple and most of all affordable. I 'm working in the 7 day cycle

instead of day to day draw. I have been with Anthony program for 1.5 years he is always getting

better and better. I am always learning and growing with his ever improving systems. Anthony is

always taking us to the next level in the Pick 3 game. Tips and good solid advice about playing on



paper instead of losing money chasing numbers has been valuable. If you have not joined his

monthly program you should if you are a serious lottery player.
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